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ICFF 2018 – ABOUT THE EXHIBITORS 

David Trubridge 
David Trubridge is an international award-winning design studio based in New Zealand, whose designs 

strike a balance between tradition and modernity, art and craft, handmade and machined. A connection 

to and respect for the environment are evident in the natural materials and sustainable production 

techniques utilized in the designs. Trubridge has been at the forefront of environmentally conscious 

product development earning an Environmental Product Declaration for its kitset SEED System lights.  

HUSH/IQ Commercial 
HUSH acoustic lights were developed through a New Zealand-based collaboration between David 

Trubridge Ltd and IQ Commercial – a pairing of a world class leader in environmentally conscious design 

and a firm known for its research-based approach to workplace solutions. The lights are made from a 

minimum of 65% post-consumer PET plastic. HUSH is scientifically proven to significantly reduce 

reverberated noise priming it for installations in commercial, hospitality and residential spaces. Hush 

works double duty, providing sound dampening and illumination for your space. 

TRuK/Stephen Pikus Design 
From Stephen Pikus Design in South Africa, the TRuK range is what we like to call “perfectly 

imperfect.”  Beginning life as engine air filters in diesel trucks, they are repurposed, refinished and 

upcycled to become beautiful metal lights. Due to their rough beginnings, fixtures may show small 

blemishes and nicks. While some are too damaged to use, it is expected that TRuK fixtures will not be 

pristine as part of their inherent quality. Just like humans, the fixtures retain hints of a past life. 

ANGO 
Angus Hutcheson is the lead designer of the unique ANGO lighting range. With design inspiration drawn 

from the chaotic, bustling atmosphere of historic Bangkok and the contrasting peacefulness and beauty 

of rural Thailand, each ANGO light is a unique, handcrafted limited edition. Each piece is made with 

local, sustainable materials developed by experimentation, such as silk cocoon, rattan and mulberry 

bark. The low impact/low energy-intensive process shows how enlightened, environmentally 

responsible 21st century design and production can be. 

wakaNINE 
wakaNINE is a North American distributor for international lighting designers whose aesthetics blend 

nature and technology in modern forms, representing David Trubridge and IQ Commercial (New 

Zealand), Ango (Thailand) and Stephen Pikus Design (South Africa), designers that focus on eco-friendly 

materials and sustainable production techniques.    For more information, visit www.wakanine.com  

Proudly sharing exceptional design from the 
corners of the globe with North America 
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